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QUATERNIONIC DISCRETE SERIES FOR Sp(1, 1)
HENRIK SEPPÄNEN
Abstrat. In this paper we study the analyti realisation of
the disrete series representations for the group G = Sp(1, 1)
as a subspae of the spae of square integrable setions in a
homogeneous vetor bundle over the symmetri spae G/K :=
Sp(1, 1)/(Sp(1)× Sp(1)). We use the Szegö map to give expres-
sions for the restritions of the K-types ourring in the represen-
tation spaes to the submanifold AK/K.
1. Introdution
In [2℄, Gross and Wallah onsidered representations of simple Lie
groups G with maximal ompat subgroup K suh that the assoiated
symmetri spae G/K has a G-equivariant quaternioni struture (f.
[11℄). This amounts to the group K ontaining a normal subgroup
isomorphi to SU(2). In fat, there is an isomorphismK ∼= SU(2)×M
for a subgroup M ⊆ K, and by setting L := U(1)×M , the assoiated
homogeneous spae G/L is bred over G/K with bres dieomorphi
to P 1(C). The quaternioni disrete series representations are then
realised on the Dolbeault ohomology groups H1(G/L,L), where L →
G/L is a holomorphi line bundle. In this model they are able to
lassify all the K-types ourring in eah of the obtained disrete
series representations. Moreover, they onsider the ontinuation of
the disrete series and haraterise the unitarisability of the underlying
(g, K)-modules.
In this paper we onsider another model of the quaternioni disrete
series. If π is a quaternioni disrete series representation realised on
the ohomology group H1(G/L,L), and τ is its minimalK-type, then
the Shmid D-operator ats on the setions of the homogeneous ve-
tor bundle G×K Vτ → G/K where Vτ is some vetor spae on whih
the K-type is unitarily realised. The Hilbert spae kerD ∩ L2(G, τ)
Key words and phrases. Lie groups, disrete series representation, quaternioni
symmetri spae, Szegö map.
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then furnishes another realisation of the representation π. We on-
sider the speial ase when G = Sp(1, 1). In this ase the symmetri
spae G/K an be embedded into the bounded symmetri domain
SU(2, 2)/S(U(2)×U(2)) onsisting of omplex 2×2-matries of norm
less than one. The restrition of the Harish-Chandra embedding to
G/K then yields a global trivialisation of the vetor bundle G×K Vτ .
In this model we ompute the restritions to the submanifold A ·0 1 of
the highest weight vetors for the ourring K-types. These funtions
turn out to be brewise highest weight vetors with a hypergeometri
funtion as a oeient. Similar funtions have been studied by Cas-
tro and Grünbaum in [1℄. Hypergeometri funtions our frequently
in representation theory, not only for Lie groups. For example, in [8℄,
they play a role in the ontext of Heke algebras.
We ompute the K-types by using the Szegö map dened by Knapp
and Wallah in [6℄ whih exhibits any disrete series representation as
a quotient of a nonunitary prinipal series representations. The K-
types are determined on the level of the prinipal series representation,
and then the Szegö map is applied to ompute the above mentioned
restritions.
The paper is organised as follows. In setion 2 we expliitly state
some results from the struture theory of the Lie group Sp(1, 1) that
will be needed. In setion 3 we desribe the models for the disrete
series in the general ontext of indued representations, and also give
an expliit global trivialisation. Setion 4 desribes the Szegö map by
Knapp and Wallah, and we also ompute K-types on the level of a
nonunitary prinipal series representation. In setion 5 we ompute
the images of the K-types under the Szegö map and trivialise them
to yield vetor valued funtions. The main theorem of this paper is
Theorem 8 of this setion.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. The quaternion algebra. The quaternion algebra, H, is a four-
dimensional assoiative algebra over R with generators i, j, k satisfying
1A is assoiated with a partiular Iwasawa deomposition G = NAK.
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the relations
i2 = j2 = k2 = −1
ij = k, jk = i, ki = j and
ji = −ij, ik = −ki, kj = −jk.
Moreover, H is equipped with an involution, ∗, given by
(a+ bi+ cj + dk)∗ = a− bi− cj − dk, a, b, c, d ∈ R.
The Eulidean norm on the vetor spae R4 ≃ H an be expressed in
terms of this involution by
|(a, b, c, d)|2 = a2 + b2 + c2 + d2 = (a+ bi+ cj + dk)∗(a+ bi+ cj + dk).
It follows immediately that the quaternions of norm one, Sp(1), form a
group. The algebraH an be embedded as a subalgebra of the algebra,
M2(C), of 2× 2 omplex matries by
ι : H→M2(C),(1)
where
ι(a + bi+ cj + dk) =
(
a + bi c+ di
−(c− di) a− bi
)
.(2)
In partiular, the generators 1, i, j, k are embedded as
ι(1) =
(
1 0
0 1
)
, ι(i) =
(
i 0
0 −i
)
, ι(j) =
(
0 1
−1 0
)
, ι(k) =
(
0 i
i 0
)
.
The embedding ι also satises the relation
ι((a+bi+cj+dk)∗) =
(
a− bi −c− di
−(−c + di) a + bi
)
=
(
a+ bi c + di
−(c− di) a− bi
)∗
,
so ι is a homomorphism of involutive algebras. We observe that, letting
z = a+ bi, w = c+ di,
ι(H) =
{(
z w
−w z
)
| z, w ∈ C
}
and moreover, we have the identity
a2 + b2 + c2 + d2 = |z|2 + |w|2 = det
(
z w
−w z
)
.
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In partiular,
Sp(1) ≃
{(
z w
−w z
)
| |z|2 + |w|2 = 1
}
= SU(2).
2.2. The group Sp(1,1). The real vetor spae H2 ∼= R4 is also
equipped with the struture of an H-module by
(α, (h1, h2)) 7→ (αh1, αh2), α, h1, h2 ∈ H.(3)
If we identify H2 with the set of 2 × 1 matries over H, there is a
natural H-linear ation of the matrix group GL(2,H) on H2 given by
(
h1 h2
) 7→ ( h1 h2 )
(
a b
c d
)
.(4)
Consider the real vetor spae H
2
equipped with the nondegenerate
indenite Hermitian form
〈·, ·〉1,1 : ((h1, h2), (h′1, h′2)) 7→ h1(h′1)∗ − h2(h′2)∗.(5)
Reall that the group Sp(1, 1) is dened as
Sp(1, 1) := {g ∈ GL(2,H)|〈gh, gh′〉1,1 = 〈h, h′〉1,1},(6)
where h := (h1, h2), h
′ := (h′1, h
′
2). The ondition that the form 〈, 〉1,1
be preserved an be reformulated as
g∗Jg = J,(7)
where g∗ =
(
a b
c d
)∗
:=
(
a∗ c∗
b∗ d∗
)
, and J =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
.
The embedding (1) indues an embedding (whih we also denote by
the same symbol)
ι : M2(H)→M4(C)(8)
by (
a b
c d
)
7→
(
ι(a) ι(b)
ι(c) ι(d)
)
.(9)
This embedding is a homomorphism of algebras with involution. Ap-
plying it to the identity (7) reveals that the image of Sp(1, 1) is a
subgroup of the group
SU(2, 2) = {g ∈M4(C)|g∗J˜g = J˜ , detg = 1},(10)
J˜ :=
(
I2 0
0 −I2
)
.
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2.3. The symmetri spae B1(H) = Sp(1, 1)/(Sp(1)× Sp(1)). Let
B1(H) denote the unit ball
B1(H) := {h ∈ H| |h| < 1}(11)
in H. The group G := Sp(1, 1) ats transitively on B1(H) by the
frational linear ation
g(h) := (ah+ b)(ch + d)−1,(12)
g =
(
a b
c d
)
∈ G, h ∈ B1(H).
The isotropi subgroup for the origin is
K := G0 =
{(
a 0
0 d
)
∈ G
}
∼= Sp(1)× Sp(1),(13)
and hene we have the desription
B1(H) ∼= G/K(14)
of B1(H) as a homogeneous spae. Moreover, from eq. (7) it fol-
lows immediately that the group G is invariant under the the Cartan
involution
θ(g) := (g∗)−1(15)
and hene the spae G/K is equipped with the family of reetions
{σgK}gK∈G/K given by
σgK(xK) := gθ(g
−1x)K(16)
whih furnish G/K with the struture of a Riemannian symmetri
spae of the nonompat type. In partiular, for any h ∈ B1(H), there
is a unique geodesi joining 0 and h. We let ϕh denote the reetion in
the midpoint, mh, of this geodesi. The isometry ϕh ∈ G is uniquely
haraterised by the properties
ϕh(mh) = h,(17)
dϕh(mh) = −IdTm
h
(B1(H)).(18)
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We let Sp(1)1 and Sp(1)2 denote the upper and lower subgroups
of K given by
Sp(1)1 =
{(
a 0
0 1
)
∈ K
}
,
Sp(1)2 =
{(
1 0
0 d
)
∈ K
}
.
For k =
(
a 0
0 d
)
∈ K, we will write k = (a, d) := (k1, k2). The
group Sp(1)1 ∼= SU(2) is then a normal subgroup of K. We will write
π : K → K/Sp(1)1 ∼= SU(2)(19)
for the natural projetion onto the quotient group.
The group K ats on the tangent spae T0(B1(H)) by the dieren-
tials at 0 of the ations on B1(H). By the restrition to the subgroup
Sp(1)1 we have a representation of SU(2) on T0(B1(H)). We an de-
ne an SU(2)-representation, µh, on the tangent spae Th(B1(H)) for
any h by the formula
µh(l)v := dϕh(0) ◦ dl(0) ◦ dϕ−1h (h)v,(20)
v ∈ Th(B1(H)), l ∈ Sp(1)1.
The family {µh}h∈B1(H) of SU(2)-representations amounts to an ation
of SU(2) as gauge transformations of the tangent bundle T (B1(H)).
It is, however, not invariant under the ation of G as automorphisms
of the bundle. Indeed, if we dene,for h ∈ B1(H), g ∈ G,
κg,h := ϕ
−1
g(h)gϕh ∈ K,(21)
then
µg(h)(l)dg(h)v = dg(h)µh(κ
−1
g,hlκg,h)v,(22)
where the element κ−1g,hlκg,h belongs to the subgroup Sp(1)1 sine it is
normalised by K. Hene the prinipal bre bundle over B1(H) dened
by the family {µh}h∈B1(H) is G-equivariant, though not elementwise.
This shows that the symmetri spae has a quaternioni struture
and is a quaternioni symmetri spae in the sense dened by Wolf
(f. [11℄).
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2.4. Harish-Chandra realisation. We onsider again the embed-
ding ι dened in eq. (8). If we set
G′ = SU(2, 2),
K ′ = S(U(2)× U(2))
:=
{(
A 0
0 D
)
∈ SU(2, 2)|A ∈ U(2), D ∈ U(2), det(A) det(D) = 1
}
,
ι indues an embedding of pairs (G,K) →֒ (G′, K ′) and hene desends
to an embedding
G/K →֒ G′/K ′(23)
of the orresponding symmetri spaes. We will write SU(2)1 and
SU(2)2 for the images ι(Sp(1)1) and ι(Sp(1)2) respetively.
The Hermitian symmetri spae G′/K ′ is by the Harish-Chandra
realisation holomorphially, and G-equivariantly, equivalent to the
bounded symmetri domain of type I
G′/K ′ ∼= D := {Z ∈M2(C)|I2 − Z∗Z > 0}.(24)
The ation of G′ on D is given by
g(Z) = (AZ +B)(CZ +D)−1,(25)
if g =
(
A B
C D
)
is a blok matrix with bloks of size 2 × 2. The
symmetri spae G/K is thus embedded into D as the subset
D :=
{
Z ∈M2(C)|I2 − Z∗Z > 0, Z =
(
z w
−w z
)
z, w ∈ C
}
,
and the ation is given by
ι(g)(ι(h)) = (ι(a)ι(h) + ι(b))(ι(c)ι(h) + ι(d))−1 = ι(g(h)),(26)
where g(h) is the ation dened in (12).
For any Z ∈ D , the tangent spae TZ(D) is identied with the
omplex vetor spaeM2(C) and the dierentials at 0 of the K
′
ations
are given by
dk(0)Z = AZD−1, Z ∈M2(C), k =
(
A 0
0 D
)
∈ K ′.(27)
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2.5. Cartan subalgebra and root system. Reall the Cartan in-
volution θ on G (15). Its dierential at the identity determines a
deomposition of g into the ±1-eigenspaes k and p respetively,
g = k⊕ p,(28)
where
k =
{(
X 0
0 Y
)
|X, Y ∈ H, X∗ = −X, Y ∗ = −Y, trX + trY = 0
}
,
p =
{(
0 X
X∗ 0
)
|X ∈ H
}
.
Let t ⊂ k denote the subalgebra (realised as omplex matries)
t =




si 0 0 0
0 −si 0 0
0 0 ti 0
0 0 0 −ti

 |s, t ∈ R


.(29)
It has a basis {H1, H2}, where
H1 =


i 0 0 0
0 −i 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 ,(30)
H2 =


0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 i 0
0 0 0 −i

 .(31)
Let gC be the omplexiation of g, and kC and pC denote the omplex-
iations of k and p respetively. The Cartan deomposition indues
the deomposition
gC = kC ⊕ pC.(32)
The omplexiation tC ⊂ kC is a ompat Cartan subalgebra of gC.
Let ∆ denote the set of roots, and for α ∈ ∆, we let gα denote the
orresponding root spae. Then, for eah α ∈ ∆ either the inlusion
gα ⊆ kC or the inlusion gα ⊆ pC holds. In the rst ase, we all
the root ompat, and in the seond ase we all it non-ompat.
Let ∆k, and ∆p denote the set of ompat roots and the set of non-
ompat roots respetively. We order the roots by letting the ordered
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basis {−√−1H∗1 ,−
√−1H∗2} for the real vetor spae
√−1t∗ dene a
lexiographi ordering. We let ∆+k denote the set of positive ompat
roots, and we let ∆+p denote the set of positive non-ompat roots.
The roots are given by
∆k = {±2
√−1H∗1 ,±2
√−1H∗2},(33)
∆p = {±
√−1(H∗1 +H∗2 ),±
√−1(H∗1 −H∗2 )}.(34)
In terms of quaternioni matries, the orresponding root spaes are
g±2√−1H∗
1
= C
(
j ∓√−1k 0
0 0
)
,(35)
g±2√−1H∗
2
= C
(
0 0
0 j ∓√−1k
)
,(36)
and
g±√−1(H∗
1
+H∗
2
) = C
((
0 j
−j 0
)
∓
(
0 k
−k 0
))
,(37)
g±√−1(H∗
1
−H∗
2
) = C
((
0 1
1 0
)
∓
(
0 i
−i 0
))
(38)
respetively.
Aording to the lexiographi ordering on
√−1t∗ determined by the
ordered basis {−√−1H∗1 ,−
√−1H∗2}, the positive nonompat roots
are
α1 = −
√−1H∗1 +
√−1H∗2 ,(39)
α2 = −
√−1H∗1 −
√−1H∗2 ,(40)
and α1 < α2. Moreover, α1 + α2 = −2
√−1H∗1 , i.e., the sum is a root.
Hene {α1} is a maximal sequene of strongly orthogonal positive
nonompat roots. We let B(·, ·) denote the Killing form on g. We
use it to identify g∗ with g∗ aording to
α(X) := B(X,Hα), α ∈ g∗, X ∈ g∗.(41)
Via this identiation, the Killing form indues a bilinear form on g∗
by
〈α, β〉 := B(Hα, Hβ).(42)
For α ∈ ∆, we selet a root vetor Eα ∈ gα in suh a way that
B(Eα, E−α) =
2
〈α, α〉 .(43)
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2.6. Iwasawa deomposition. Consider the maximal abelian sub-
spae
a := R(Eα1 + E−α1) =
{(
0 tI2
tI2 0
)
| t ∈ R
}
(44)
of p. The Iwasawa deomposition of g with respet to a is given by
g = n⊕ a⊕ k.
The orresponding global deomposition is
G = NAK,
where, written as quaternioni matries
N =
{(
1 + q −q
q 1− q
)
| q ∈ H, q∗ = −q
}
,
A =
{(
cosh t sinh t
sinh t cosh t
)
| t ∈ R
}
.
Remark. One an just as well use an Iwasawa deomposition G =
KAN , the orrepondene between these two deompositions being
(nak)−1 = k−1a−1n−1. In the sequel will see that it is sometimes
onvenient use this other deomposition as a means for nding the
omponents in our deomposition.
In the sequel we will need the expliit formulas for the NAK-
fatorisation
g = n(g)a(g)κ(g)(45)
of an element g ∈ Sp(1, 1).
Lemma 1. For g =
(
a b
c d
)
, and log a(g) = t(Eα1 + E−α1), e
t
and
κ(g) are given by
et =
(1− |bd−1|2)1/2
|1− bd−1| ,
κ(g) = et
(
a− c 0
0 d− b
)
.
Proof. The proof is by straightforward omputation. We prove only
the seond statement.
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The identity(
a b
c d
)
=
(
1 + q −q
q 1− q
)(
cosh t sinh t
sinh t cosh t
)(
u1 0
0 u2
)
is equivalent to(
a b
c d
)
=
(
(cosh t+ q(cosh t− sinh t))u1 (sinh t+ q(sinh t− cosh t))u2
(sinh t+ q(cosh t− sinh t))u1 (cosh t+ q(sinh t− cosh t))u2
)
.
Hene
a− c = e−tu1
d− b = e−tu2.

3. Quaternioni disrete series representations
3.1. Generalities. The Cartan deomposition (28) deomposes g into
two invariant subspaes for the adjoint ation ofK. Moreover, we have
the isomorphism of K-representations
Adg/k
∼= Adp.(46)
We extend Adp to a omplex linear representation of K on the spae
(g/k)C ∼= pC.
Consider now the surjetive mapping
p : G→ G/K, p(g) = gK.(47)
The dierential at the origin
dp(e) : g→ TeK(G/K)(48)
intertwines the adjoint ation of K on g with the dierential ation
on the tangent spae TeK(G/K). The kernel of dp(e) is k, and as
K-representations we thus have the isomorphism
Ad
∗
p
∼= (dK(o)C)∗,(49)
where the right hand side denotes the omplex linear dual to the rep-
resentation given by the omplexied ations of the tangent maps at
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the origin. Using the quotient mapping indued by (48) and the real-
isation of the dierential ation of K at the tangent spae T0(D), we
obtain the formula
Ad
∗
p(k)Z = (A
−1)tZDt.(50)
Here Z ∈ M2(C) ∼= T ∗0 (D) ∼= (T0(D)C)∗, and k =
(
A 0
0 D
)
∈ K ∼=
SU(2) × SU(2). The restrition, Ad∗p|SU(2)1 , to the subgroup SU(2)1
is then given by
Ad
∗
p|SU(2)1(k)Z = (A−1)tZ.(51)
If we let {Eij}, i, j = 1, 2 denote the standard basis for the omplex
vetor spae (i.e., Eij has 1 at the position on the ith row and jth
olumn and zeros elsewhere), then learly the subspae
V := CE11 ⊕ CE21 ∼= C2(52)
spanned by the basis elements in the rst olumn is SU(2)1-invariant.
Likewise, the subspae spanned by the basis elements of the seond
olumn is invariant. We now let τ denote the representation given
by restriting the K-representation Ad∗p|SU(2)1 to the subspae V , and
let τk denote the kth symmetri tensor power of the representation τ .
Then learly, the natural identiation of τk with a representation of
SU(2) is equivalent to the standard representation of SU(2) on the
spae of polynomial funtions p(z, w) on C2 of homogeneous degree k,
i.e., we have
τk(l1, l2)p(z, w) := p(l
−1
1 (z, w)) := p(az + bw,−bz + aw),(53)
where l−11 =
(
a b
−b a
)
∈ SU(2). We let Vτk denote the representa-
tion spae for τk. The (smoothly) indued representation Ind
G
K(τk) is
then dened on the spae
C∞(G, τk) := {f ∈ C∞(G, Vτk)|f(gl−1) = τk(l)f(g) ∀g ∈ G ∀l ∈ K},
i.e., on the spae of smooth setions on the G-homogeneous vetor
bundle
Vk → G/K := G×K Vτk → G/K.(54)
We x the K-invariant inner produt on 〈, 〉k on Vτk given by
〈p, q〉k := p(∂)(q∗)(0),(55)
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where p(∂) is the dierential operator dened by substituting ∂
∂z
for
z, and ∂
∂w
for w in the polynomial funtion p(z, w), and
(
k∑
j=1
ajz
jwk−j)∗ :=
k∑
j=1
ajz
jwk−j).
We use this inner produt to dene an Hermitian metri on Vk by
hZ(u, v) := 〈(g−1)Zu, (g−1)Zv〉k, u, v ∈ VkZ ,(56)
where Z = gK and (g−1)Z denotes the bre map VkZ → Vk0 ∼= Vk
assoiated with g−1. For a xed hoie, ι, of G-invariant measure on
G/K we dene L2(IndGK(τk)) as the Hilbert spae ompletion of the
spae
{
s ∈ Γ(G/K,Vk)|
∫
G/K
hZ(s, s)dι(Z) <∞
}
.(57)
The tensor produt representation τk ⊗Ad(K)|pC deomposes into K-
types aording to
τk ⊗Ad(K)|pC =
∑
β∈∆p
mβπβ−k√−1H∗
1
,(58)
where mβ ∈ {0, 1}, and πβ−k√−1H∗
1
is the irreduible representation of
K with highest weight β−k√−1H∗1 . Let τ−k be the subrepresentation
of the tensor produt given by
τ−k =
∑
β∈∆−p
mβπβ−k√−1H∗
1
,(59)
and let V −k be the subspae of Vτk ⊗ pC on whih τ−k operates. Let
P : Vτk ⊗ pC → V −k be the orthogonal projetion. Dene the spae
C∞(G, τ−k ) in analogy with (54). We reall that the ShmidD operator
is a dierential operator mapping the spae C∞(G, τk) into C∞(G, τ
−
k )
and is dened as
Df(g) =
∑
i
P (Xif(g)⊗Xi),(60)
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where {Xi} is any orthonormal basis for pC, and Xif denotes left
invariant dierentiation, i.e.,
Xf(g) :=
d
dt
f(g exp(tX))|t=0, X ∈ p,
Zf(g) := Xf(g) + iY (g), Z = X + iY ∈ pC.
The subspae kerD ∩ L2(IndGK(τk)) is then invariant under the left
ation of G and denes an irreduible representation of G belonging to
the quaternioni disrete series. We let Hk denote this representation
spae. By [2℄, it belongs to the disrete series for k ≥ 1.
Remark. The model we use to desribe the Hilbert spae Hk an be
used to realise any disrete series representation by indution from K
to G of the minimalK-type for any pair (G,K) where G is semisimple
and K is maximal ompat (f. [5℄). By [2℄, for k ≥ 1, τk ours
as a minimal K-type for some disrete series representation of G =
Sp(1, 1).
3.2. Global trivialisation. Let us for a while view the representa-
tion spae Hk as a spae of setions of the vetor bundle Vk → G/K.
We reall the dieomorphism G/K ∼= D given by gK 7→ g · 0. This
lifts to a global trivialisation, Φ, of the bundle Vk → G/K given by
Φ : G×K V τk → D× Vτk , Φ([(g, v)]) := (g · 0, τk(J(g, 0))v),(61)
where J(g, Z) denotes the KC-omponent of g expZ - the automorphi
fator of g at Z (f. [9℄).
If F : G→ V τk is a funtion in C∞(G, τk), its trivialised ounterpart
is the funtion f : D → Vτk given by
f(g · 0) := τk(J(g, 0))F (g).(62)
In the trivialised piture, the group G ats on funtions on D by
gf(Z) := τk(J(g
−1, Z))−1f(g−1Z).(63)
More expliitly, if g−1 =
(
A B
C D
)
(onsidered as a matrix in SU(2, 2)),
then
J(g−1Z) =
(
A− (AZ +B)(CZ +D)−1C 0
0 D
)
∈ SL(4,C),
and
gf(Z) =
k⊙ (A− (AZ +B)(CZ +D)−1C)f((AZ +B)(CZ +D)−1).
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The ation of SU(2) on the vetor spae Vτk is here naturally extended
to an ation of SL(2,C) by the formula (53).
In the trivialised piture, the norm (57) an also be desribed ex-
pliitly.
Proposition 2. Let k ≥ 1. In the realisation of the Hilbert spae Hk
as a spae of Vτk-valued funtions on D, the norm (57) is given by
‖f‖k :=
∫
B1(H)
(1− |q|2)k〈f(q), f(q)〉k(1− |q|2)−4dm(q).(64)
Proof. For Z = gK, a bre map (g−1)Z : Vτk → Vτk is given by
(g−1)Zv = τk(J(g, 0))
−1v.(65)
If g =
(
cosh tI2 sinh tI2
sinh tI2 cosh tI2
)
, the automorphi fator J(g, 0) is given
by (f.[5℄ )
J(g, 0)(66)
=
(
cosh t−1I2 0
0 cosh tI2
)
=
(
(1− tanh2 t)1/2I2 0
0 cosh tI2
)
.
A general point Z ∈ D an be desribed as Z = kgK for g as above.
The oyle ondition
J(kg, 0) = J(k, g0)J(g, 0)(67)
then implies that
J(kg, 0) =
(
k1(1− tanh2 t)1/2I2 0
0 k2 cosh tI2
)
,(68)
if k = (k1, k2) ∈ SU(2)× SU(2). Hene, for k = 1
hZ(u, v) = tr
(
(k1(1− tanh2 t)1/2I2)tu((k1(1− tanh2 t)1/2I2)tv)∗
)
= tr
(
(I2 − ZZ∗)tuv∗
)
.
For arbitrary k, we have
hZ(u, v) = tr
(
k⊙ (I2 − ZZ∗)tuv∗
)
.(69)
By analogous onsiderations, it follows that the invariant measure is
given by
dι(Z) = det(I2 − Z∗Z)−2dm(Z),
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where dm(Z) denotes the Lebesgue measure. Hene, we obtain the
formula∫
D
〈 k⊙ (I2 − ZZ∗)tf(Z), f(Z)〉k det(I2 − Z∗Z)−2dm(Z)(70)
for the norm (57). In quaternioni notation, this translates into the
statement of the proposition. 
4. Prinipal series representations and the Szegö map
In this setion we will onsider a realisation of the disrete series
representation L2(IndKG(τk)) as a quotient of a ertain nonunitary
prinipal series representation. We rst state the theorem, and then we
investigate how the given prinipal series representation deomposes
into K-types. From now on we x the number k and simply write τ
for τk.
Reall the maximal abelian subspae a of p and onsider the para-
boli subgroup
P = MAN
of G, where
M = ZK(A) =
{(
u 0
0 u
)
| u ∈ SU(2)
}
,
and A and N are the ones that our in the Iwasawa deomposition.
Let σ be the restrition of the representation τ to the subgroup M .
Then, learly, the subspae dened by the M-span of the τ -highest
weight-vetor equals Vτ and the representation σ is also irreduible.
We will hereafter denote this representation spae by V σ. Reall the
identiation of V σ with a spae of homogeneous polynomials. We
thus adopt a somewhat abusive notation and write zσ for the high-
est weight-vetor. Let ν ∈ a∗ be a real-valued linear funtional and
onsider the representation
σ ⊗ exp(ν)⊗ 1(71)
of P . The indued representation IndGP (σ ⊗ exp(ν)⊗ 1) is dened on
the set of ontinuous funtions f : G → Vσ having the P -equivariant
property
f(gman) = e−ν(log a)σ(m)−1f(g).(72)
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The ation of G on this spae is given by left translation,
Ind
G
P (σ ⊗ exp(ν)⊗ 1)(f)(x) := Lg−1f(x) = f(g−1x).
Consider now the smoothly indued representation Ind
K
M(σ) whih op-
erates on the spae, C∞(K, σ), of all smooth funtions f : K → Vσ
having the M-equivariane property
f(km) = σ(m)−1f(k)(73)
with K-ation given by left translation. The Iwasawa deomposition
G = KAN shows that, a fortiori, G = KMAN (although this fa-
torisation is not unique). Given a linear funtional ν ∈ a∗, we an
therefore extend any suh funtion on K to a funtion on G by setting
f(kman) = e−ν(log a)σ(m)−1f(k), for g = kman.
The equivariane property (73) of f guarantees that this is indeed
well-dened even though the fatorisation of g is not. The extended
funtion f has the P -equivariane property (72). In fat, this exten-
sion proedure denes a bijetion between the representation spaes
of the representations Ind
K
M(σ) and Ind
G
P (σ ⊗ exp(ν)⊗ 1). There is a
natural pre-Hilbert spae struture on this representation spae given
by
‖f‖2 =
∫
K
‖f(k)‖2σdk,
where ‖ · ‖σ denotes the inner produt on Vσ and dk is the Haar mea-
sure on K. The ompletion of the spae of M-equivariant smooth
funtions K → Vσ with respet to this sesquilinear form an be identi-
ed with the spae of all square-integrable Vσ- valued funtions having
the property (73). We will denote the K-representation on this spae
by L2(IndKM(σ)). By the extension proedure using ν desribed above,
this ompletion an be extended to the spae of all P -equivariant
Vσ-valued funtions on G suh that the restrition to K is square-
integrable.
We now state the theorem by Knapp and Wallah.
Theorem 3 ([6℄, Thm. 6.1). The Szegö mapping with parameters τ
and ν given by
S(f)(x) :=
∫
K
eν log a(lx)τ(κ(lx)−1)f(l−1)dl(74)
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arries the the spae C∞(K, σ) into C∞(G, τ) ∩ kerD, provided that
ν and τ are related by the formula
ν(Eα1 + E−α1) =
2〈−k√−1H∗1 + n1α1, α1〉
〈α1, α1〉 ,(75)
where
n1 = |{γ ∈ ∆+p |α(γ) = α1 and α1 + γ ∈ ∆}|.
In this ase n1 = 1, sine the root α2 is the only one satisfying the
above ondition. Moreover, an easy alulation gives that
Eα1 =
1
2
((
0 1
1 0
)
+
(
0 i
−i 0
))
.(76)
Hene, the ondition (75) takes the form
ν
((
0 1
1 0
))
= k + 2.(77)
Hereafter, we will make the identiation
ν = k + 2(78)
of the funtional with a natural number. We now proeed with a more
detailed study of the representation L2(IndKM(σ)).
Lemma 4. The representation L2(IndKM(σ)) is K-equivalent to
L2(K/M)⊗ Vσ.
Proof. Let f be a ontinuous funtion from K to Vσ having the prop-
erty of M-equivariane
f(km) = σ(m)−1f(k), k ∈ K,m ∈M.
Then the funtion
f˜(k) := τ(k)f(k)
is learly right M-invariant and hene we an dene the funtion F :
K/M → Vσ by
F (kM) = f˜(k).
This is obviously well-dened. By hoosing a basis {ej} for Vσ, we an
write
F (kM) = ΣjFj(kM)ej
for some omplex-valued funtions Fj. We now dene a mapping
T : L2(IndKM(σ))→ L2(K/M)⊗ Vσ
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by
Tf := ΣjFj ⊗ ej .
To see that this mapping is a bijetion, note that any vetor in the
Hilbert spae L2(K/M) ⊗ Vσ an be uniquely expressed in the form
ΣjGj ⊗ ej . We an thus dene a mapping
S : L2(K/M)⊗ Vσ → L2(IndKM(σ))
by
S(ΣjGj ⊗ ej)(k) := τ(k)−1Σjgj(kM)ej
and it is easy to see that S is the inverse of T .
It remains now only to prove the K-equivariane. Pik therefore
any element
ΣjGj ⊗ ej from the Hilbert spae on the right hand side. We have
k(ΣjGj ⊗ ej) = ΣjGj ◦ Lk−1 ⊗ σ(k)ej.
If we denote the matrix oeients of σ(k) with respet to the basis
{ej} by σ(k)ij , we have
σ(k)ej = Σiσ(k)ijei
and hene
ΣjGj ◦ Lk−1 ⊗ σ(k)ej = Σi,jGj ◦ Lk−1 ⊗ σ(k)ijei.
Applying S to the above expression yields
S(Σi,jGj ◦ Lk−1 ⊗ σ(k)ijei)(k′) = σ(k′)−1Σi,jGj(k−1k′M)σ(k)ijei
= σ(k′)−1σ(k)ΣjGj(k
−1k′M)ej
= S(ΣjGj ⊗ ej) ◦ Lk−1(k′).

We shall now examine the left ation of K on the L2(K/M)-fator
in the tensor produt more losely. In partiular, we are interested
in a ertain K-invariant subspae dened by a sublass of the K-
types ourring in L2(K/M). We reall the identiation of the K-
representation τj with a standard representation of SU(2). We there-
fore let τj also denote the orresponding SU(2)-representation, and
we let Vj denote the assoiated vetor spae of polynomials. Any ir-
reduible representation of K = SU(2) × SU(2) is isomorphi to a
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tensor produt of irreduible SU(2)-representations, i.e., it is realised
on a spae
V ∗j ⊗ Vi,(79)
for some i, j ∈ N. With the xed ordering of the roots, the polynomial
funtion (z, w) 7→ zj is a highest weight vetor in Vj, and the polyno-
mial funtion (z, w) 7→ wj is a lowest weight vetor. We will use the
abusive notation where they are denoted by zj and wj respetively.
Proposition 5. The algebrai sum
W :=
⊕
j∈N
V ∗j ⊗ Vσ+j(80)
of K-types is a subspae of L2(IndKM(σ). The highest weight vetor for
the K-type V ∗j ⊗ Vσ+j is given by the funtion
fj(k) := 〈τj ◦ π(k)zj , wj〉j τ(k)−1zσ.(81)
Proof. For
k =
(
u1 0
0 u2
)
, k′ =
(
u′1 0
0 u′2
)
∈ K,
we have
k′kM =
(
u′1u1 0
0 u′2u2
)
M =
(
u′1u1u
−1
2 (u
′
2)
−1 0
0 I
)(
u′2u2 0
0 u′2u2
)
M
=
(
u′1u1u
−1
2 (u
′
2)
−1 0
0 I
)
M
and this shows that the left ation ofK = SU(2)×SU(2) on L2(SU(2))-
funtions is equivalent to the ation Lg−1 ⊗ Rh:
(Lg−1 ⊗ Rh)(g, h)f(l) := f(g−1lh)
Then, by the Peter-Weyl Theorem, L2(K/M) deomposes into K-
types aording to
L2(K/M) ≃
⊕
j∈ŜU(2)
(Vj ⊗ V ∗j ).(82)
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Tensoring with Vσ gives the sequene of K-isomorphisms
L2(K/M)⊗ Vσ ≃
⊕
j∈ŜU(2)
(Vj ⊗ V ∗j )⊗ Vσ
≃
⊕
j∈ŜU(2)
(V ∗j ⊗ Vj)⊗ Vσ
≃
⊕
j∈ŜU(2)
V ∗j ⊗ (Vj ⊗ Vσ).
Moreover, eah term (Vj ⊗ Vσ) has a Clebsh-Gordan-deomposition
(Vj ⊗ Vσ) ≃ (Vσ+j ⊕ · · · )
and therefore eah term Vj⊗Vσ+j will onstitute aK-type in L2(K/M)⊗
Vσ. Suh a K-type has a highest weight-vetor (w
j)∗ ⊗ zσ+j . Using
rst the embedding into V ∗j ⊗ (Vj ⊗ Vσ) and then the K-isomorphism
given by Lemma 4, we see that highest weight-vetor orresponds to
the M-equivariant funtion
fj(k) := 〈τj ◦ π(k)zj , wj〉j σ(k)−1zσ.(83)

5. Realisation of K-types
By [2℄, the onlyK-types ourring in the quaternioni disrete series
for Sp(1, 1) are the ones that form the subspae W in Proposition 5.
In this setion we ompute their realisations as Vτ -valued funtions on
B1(H) when restrited to the submanifold
A · 0 = {t ∈ H| − 1 < t < 1}(84)
of B1(H). For s ∈ R, we let
as =
(
cosh s sinh s
sinh s cosh s
)
∈ Sp(1, 1).(85)
Then as · 0 = tanh s ∈ A · 0. We start by omputing the Szegö images
of the fj when restrited to points as.
Eah of the standard SU(2)-representations, VN , an be naturally
extended to a representation of GL(2,C) by
p 7→ p ◦ g−1, p ∈ Vn, g ∈ GL(2,C).(86)
This ation of GL(2,C) will our frequently in the sequel.
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Lemma 6. The Szegö transform of the highest weight-vetor fj is
given by
Sfj(as) = (cosh s)
−ν
×
∫
SU(2)
(det(1− l tanh s))−(ν+σ)/2〈τj(l−1)zj , wj〉j σ(1− l tanh s)zσdl
when restrited to the A-omponent in the deomposition G = NAK.
Proof. Take
k =
(
u1 0
0 u2
)
and
x =
(
cosh s sinh s
sinh s cosh s
)
.
Then
kx =
(
u1 cosh s u1 sinh s
u2 sinh s u2 cosh s
)
,
and Lemma 1 gives that
eν(logH(kx)) =
(
1− |u1u−12 tanh s|2
|1− u1u−12 tanh s|2
)ν/2
,
κ(kx) =
(
1− |u1u−12 tanh s|2
|1− u1u−12 tanh s|2
)1/2
×
(
u1 cosh s− u2 sinh s 0
0 u2 cosh s− u1 sinh s
)
.
Hene
τ(κ(lx))−1 =
(
1− |u1u−12 tanh s|2
|1− u1u−12 tanh s|2
)−σ
σ(u1 cosh s− u2 sinh s)−1
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and we get
Sfj(as) =
∫
K
(
1− |u1u−12 tanh s|2
|1− u1u−12 tanh s|2
)(ν−σ)/2
〈τj ◦ π(k−1)zj , wj〉j
×σ(u1 cosh s− u2 sinh s)−1σ(u1)zσdk
=
∫
K
(
1− | tanh s|2
|1− u1u−12 tanh s|2
)(ν−σ)/2
〈τj ◦ π(k−1)zj , wj〉j
×σ(cosh s− u−11 u2 sinh s)−1zσdk
= (cosh s)−ν
∫
K
|1− u1u−12 tanh s|σ−ν〈τj ◦ π(k−1)zj , wj〉j
×σ(1− u−11 u2 tanh s)−1zσdk.
Using the identities
(1− u−11 u2 tanh s)−1 =
1− u−12 u1 tanh s
|1− u−12 u1 tanh s|2
and
|1− u1u−12 tanh s| = |u−11 (1− u1u−12 tanh s)u1| = |1− u−12 u1 tanh s|
in the above equality yields
Sfj(as) = (cosh s)
−ν
×
∫
K
|1− u−12 u1 tanh s|−(σ+ν)〈τj ◦ π(k−1)zj , wj〉j
×σ(1− u−12 u1 tanh s)zσdk.
We observe that the integrand is right M-invariant. In fat,
(cosh s)−ν
∫
K
|1− u1u−12 tanh s|−(σ+ν)〈τj ◦ π(k−1)zj , wj〉j
×σ(1 − u−12 u1 tanh s)zσdk
= (cosh s)−ν
∫
K
|1− π(k−1)−1 tanh s|−(σ+ν)〈τj ◦ π(k−1)zj , wj〉j
×σ(1 − π(k−1)−1 tanh s)zσdk.
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Therefore, it an be written as an integral over the oset spae K/M ≃
SU(2), i.e.,
Sfj(as) = (cosh s)
−ν
×
∫
SU(2)
|1− l−1 tanh s|−(σ+ν)〈τj(l)zj , wj〉j σ(1− l−1 tanh s)zσdl.
Making the hange of variables l 7→ l−1, and using the invariane of
the Haar measure on SU(2) under this map, yields
Sfj(as) = (cosh s)
−ν
×
∫
SU(2)
|1− l tanh s|−(σ+ν)〈τj(l−1)zj , wj〉j σ(1− l tanh s)zσdl,
and this nishes the proof. 
5.1. Highest weight-vetors for K-types. The polynomial fun-
tions pl1,l2 dened by
pl1,l2(z, w) := z
l1wl2 ,
for whih l1+l2 = N form a basis for VN . Oasionally we will however
use the somewhat ambiguous notation zl1wl2 when there is no risk for
misinterpretation
We write ζ = tanh s and onsider the ation of (1− ζl) on the basis
vetor pl1,l2. We have
(1− ζl)pl1,l2(z, w)(87)
=
(
(1− ζl)−1
(
z
w
))l1
1
(
(1− ζl)−1
(
z
w
))l2
2
,
where the subsripts denote the projetion funtions
(z, w)1 = z, (z, w)2 = w
onto the rst and seond oordinate respetively.
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The Binomial theorem gives the following expression for the rst
fator above:(
(1− ζl)−1
(
z
w
))l1
1
= det(1− ζl)−l1
l1∑
j1=0
(
l1
j1
)
zj1(−ζ)l1−j1
(
l−1
(
z
w
))l1−j1
1
= det(1− ζl)−l1
l1∑
j1=0
zj1
(
l1
j1
)
(−ζ)l1−j1lpl1−j1,0(z, w),
and the seond fator has a similar expression. Substituting these into
(87) yields the double sum
(1− ζl)pl1,l2(z, w) = det(1− ζl)−σ(88)
×
l1∑
j1=0
l2∑
j2=0
(
l1
j1
)(
l2
j2
)
(−ζ)(l1+l2−j1−j2)zj1wj2lpl1−j1,l2−j2(z, w).
Denote the normalisation of the basis vetor pr,s by er,s. Then
pr,s = (r!s!)
1/2er,s
and the term lpl1−j1,l2−j2 in (89) an be written as the sum
lpl1−j1,l2−j2 = (r!s!)
1/2
(89)
×
∑
r+s=l1+l2−j1−j2
M(l; l1 − j1, l2 − j2; r, s)er,s.
In what follows, we will use an expression for the rst fator in the
integrand in Lemma 6 as a series of SU(2)-haraters. The following
result an be found in [4℄.
Lemma 7. The funtion l 7→ (det(1 − l tanh s)−λ has the harater
expansion
(det(1− l tanh s)−λ
=
∞∑
j=0
∞∑
i=0
(λ− 1)i+j+1
(i+ j + 1)!
(λ− 1)i
i!
(j + 1)(tanh s)2i+jχj
=
∞∑
j=0
(λ− 1)j+1
j!
(tanh s)j 2F1(λ+ j, λ− 1; j + 2; tanh2 s)χj.
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Proposition 8. The funtion Sfj has the following expression when
restrited to A.
Sfj(as) = (1− tanh2 s)σ+22
σ∑
i=0
(
σ
i
)
(−1)j+i (2σ)j+i+1 j!
(j + i+ 1)!
(tanh s)j+2i
×2F1(2σ + 1 + j + i, 2σ; j + i+ 2; tanh2 s)zσ.
Proof. In the dening integral
Sfj(as) = (cosh s)
−ν
∫
SU(2)
(det(1−ζl))−(σ+1)〈τj(l−1)zj , wj〉jσ(1−ζl)zσdl
we already have a harater expansion for the fator (det(1 − ζl))−λ.
Therefore, it sues to determine the expansion of
〈τj(l−1)zj , wj〉jσ(1− ζl)zσ
into matrix oeients. As a speial ase of (89) we have
σ(1− ζl)pσ,0 = det(1− ζl)−σ
σ∑
i=0
(
σ
i
)
(−ζ)σ−izilpσ−i,0,
and the speial ase of (90) is
lpσ−i,0 = ((σ − i)!)1/2
σ−i∑
r=0
〈τσ−i(l)eσ−i,0, er,σ−i−r〉σ−ier,σ−i−r.
To sum up, we have
σ(1− ζl)pσ,0(z, w) = det(1− ζl)−σ
×
σ∑
i=0
(
σ
i
)
(−ζ)σ−izi((σ − i)!)1/2
σ−i∑
r=0
〈τσ−i(l)eσ−i,0, er,σ−i−r〉σ−i
×er,σ−i−r(z, w).
The integrand is thus a linear ombination of terms of the form
〈τj(l−1)zj , wj〉j〈τσ−i(l)eσ−i,0, er,σ−i−r〉σ−i.(90)
It is easy to see (using the formula (53)) that the identity
〈τj(l−1)zj , wj〉j = (−1)j〈τj(l)zj , wj〉j(91)
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holds, and using this identity in (90), the resulting terms are matrix
oeients for the tensor produt representation τj ⊗ τσ−i. In fat,
(92) 〈τj(l)zj , wj〉j〈τσ−i(l)eσ−i,0, er,σ−i−r〉σ−i
=
(
1
(σ − i)!r!(σ − i− r)!
)1/2
〈(τj⊗τσ−i)(l)(zj⊗zσ−i), wj⊗zrwσ−i−r〉j ⊗ (σ−i).
We reall the Clebsh-Gordan deomposition for the tensor produt
Vj ⊗ Vσ−i. There is an isometri diag(SU(2) × SU(2))-intertwining
operator
φ : Vj ⊗ Vσ−i → Vj+σ−i ⊕ · · ·
whih is of the form
φ = φj+σ−i ⊕ · · · ⊕ φ(±(j−(σ−i))
where eah term is an intertwining partial isometry and the sum is or-
thogonal, i.e., the terms have mutually orthogonal kernels. The vetor
zj ⊗ zσ−i is a weight vetor of weight −(j + σ − i)√−1H∗1 and hene
it maps to a highest weight vetor in the summand Vj+σ−i. Therefore
only the term orresponding to this summand in the orthogonal ex-
pansion of the inner produt (92) is nonzero. To be more preise, we
use the isometry φ to write the matrix oeient (92) as the sum
(93) 〈(φ(τj ⊗ τσ−i)(l)(zj ⊗ zσ−i), φ(wj ⊗ zrwσ−i−r)〉
=
∑
s
〈φj+σ−i−2s(τj⊗τσ−i)(l)(zj⊗zσ−i), φj+σ−i−2s(wj⊗zrwσ−i−r)〉j+σ−i−2s.
Sine
φj+σ−i((τj ⊗ τσ−i)(l)(zj ⊗ zσ−i)) =
(
j!(σ − i)!
(j + σ − i)!
)1/2
τj+σ−i(l)z
j+σ−i,
the sum (93) is equal to its rst term
j!(σ − i)!
(j + σ − i)!〈τj+σ−i(l)z
j+σ−i, zrwj+σ−i−r〉j+σ−i.
Moreover, sine we are integrating against haraters, only the term
orresponding to r = j + σ − i will ontribute. Hene we have the
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equality
(94)
Sfj(as) = (1− tanh2 s)σ+22
σ∑
i=0
(
σ
i
)
(−ζ)σ−i(−1)j j!(σ − i)!
(j + σ − i)!z
σ
×
∫
SU(2)
(det(1− ζl))−(2σ+1)〈τj+σ−i(l)zj+σ−i, zj+σ−i〉j+σ−idl.
So, by using the harater expansion (90) and the Shur orthogonality
relations for matrix oeients, we get the following expression for
the above integral with the index i xed.∫
SU(2)
(det(1− ζl))−(2σ+1)〈τj+σ−i(l)zj+σ−i, zj+σ−i〉j+σ−idl
=
(2σ)j+σ−i+1
(j + σ − i)! (tanh s)
j+σ−i
×2F1(2σ + 1 + j + σ − i, 2σ; j + σ − i+ 2; tanh2 s)
× (j + σ − i)!
j + σ − i+ 1 .
So, substitution of this into the sum (94) and reversing the order of
summation yields
Sfj(as) = (1−tanh2 s)σ+22
σ∑
i=0
(
σ
i
)
(−1)j+i (2σ)j+i+1 j!
(j + i+ 1)!
(tanh s)j+2i
×2 F1(2σ + 1 + j + i, 2σ; j + i+ 2; tanh2 s)zσ.

We now return to the language of setion 3, so that σ orresponds
to the natural number k. We an now state the main theorem on the
K-types.
Theorem 9. For k ≥ 1, the highest weight vetor for the K-type
V ∗j ⊗ Vk+j is the funtion Fj : D → Vτ , whose restrition to A · 0 is
given by
Fj(t) = (1− t2)
k∑
i=0
(
σ
i
)
(−1)j+i (2k)j+i+1 j!
(j + i+ 1)!
tj+2i
×2F1(2k + 1 + j + i, 2k; j + i+ 2; t2)zk.
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Proof. Letting t = tanh s =
(
cosh s sinh s
sinh s cosh s
)
· 0, and applying the
trivialisation mapping (61), together with (66), to the funtions Sfj
in Proposition 8 immediately gives the result. 
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